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What's So Special About 
Personal Archives?

● They are a vital record of our culture: 
● The most immediate historical records.
● Bring their subjects to life - we can all 

connect with an individual perspective.
● Biography - most popular form of non-

fiction writing.
● They have unique research value: 

● Recognised as important sources by 
researchers at all levels, from senior 
scholars to life-long learners.

● Reveal aspects of the past that are not 
captured in other forms of data.

● Ubiquity of the problem: 
● Personal archives exist in almost all 

archival collections.
● More and more personal archives are 

being created all around us.
● Personal archives are of value to all 

subject domains.



  

King Charles II:   I would willingly make a 
visite to my sister at Tonbridge for a 
night or two at farthest, when do you 
thinke I can spa best spare that time?

Lord Chancellor:   I know no reason why 
you may not for such a tyme, (2 
nights) go the next weeke, about 
Wensday, or Thursday...

     I suppose you will goe with a light 
trayne.

King Charles II:   I intend to take nothing 
but my night bag.

Lord Chancellor:   yes, you will not go 
without 40 or 50 horse?

King Charles II:   I counte that parte of 
my night bag.

Notes at Meetings of the Privy Council 
between Charles II. and the Earl of Clarendon



  

What is the Problem with 
Personal Digital Collections?

● Oxford and Manchester are among 
the UK’s most heavily used archival 
repositories.
● Much of that use is within 

personal archives.
● Both have major holdings of 

political (and other) archives.
● Such archives today are created in 

electronic (and other) forms:
● Correspondence now done by 

email.
● Drafts of speeches now made in 

word processing formats.
● Communication with constituents 

is via blogs and web pages.
● To maintain this information for 

cultural, historical, intellectual and 
political reasons, we have to address 
the existence of personal digital 
collections and hybrid archives.



  

Why Paradigm?
● Conceived to devise means to 

handle the digital aspects of 
acquiring, managing, and making 
available personal archives in 
digital form.

● Oxford and Manchester working 
together with active, prominent 
politicians, to solve the problem.

● With support from JISC

● With input from potential 
researchers of personal digital 
archives.

● Tackle the problems of the present 
to maintain traditions formed 800 
years ago.



  

What Paradigm Did - a Bird's Eye View
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Uniting Traditional Archival 
and Digital Curation Workflows



  

Working with Creators
● Characterising hybrid archives

● Range of personal digital archives from legacy to future formats
● Characterising approaches to collection development
● Developing tools for survey and selection of archives

● Records survey
● Capturing screenshots & directory structures
● Data extraction how-tos – email, web harvesting, files, digital 

forensics (with British Library)
● Developing template transfer & deposit agreements
● Developed guidance for creators
● Evaluation of technical, cultural and legal issues based on 

hands-on experience



  

Relevant Standards & Tools

● Exploration of METS, PREMIS, rights metadata and 
various object-specific metadata
● High level content models produced

● Exploration of DSpace and Fedora
● Comparison in personal archives context
● How-tos for installation, ingest, repository security
● Work with Fedora community

● Exploration of digital signatures
● Exploration of persistent identifiers for archives
● Working with third-party metadata registries and extraction 

tools



  

Preservation Strategies 
for Personal Digital Archives

● Explored how preservation strategies could be 
implemented for personal archives
● Need for combined strategies
● Impact of collection development approach
● Dependence on community

● Preservation monitoring 
● Fedora for monitoring integrity
● Potential of Fedora for obsolescence notification

● Timing of preservation actions



  

Dissemination Strategies 
for Personal Digital Archives

● Explored legal issues around dissemination
● Rights, privacy, defamation, public records act
● Lead to two-stage access: reading room and later 

publish to online repository

● Explored issues around access and use with academic 
advisory board – authenticity, navigation

● Looked at how hybrid archives might be presented to 
researchers and presented a metadata framework for this



  

Sharing Lessons



  

Outcomes of Paradigm

● Learned through doing

● Created a platform for future development
● Developed institutional capacity
● Identified areas where more work needed
● Area of ingest taken forward in Cairo project

● Created a tool for other institutions

● Triggered change in organisational priorities



  

Questions?
susan.thomas@bodley.ox.ac.uk

http://www.paradigm.ac.uk


